ABSTRACT To acquire precise channel state information in the forthcoming 5G frequency division duplexing (FDD) communication system, we study the virtual angular domain channel common sparsity in the massive multiple-input multiple-output orthogonal frequency division multiplexing downlink transmission system. Here, we propose an off-line learning algorithm, which is based on expectation maximization and generalized approximate message passing (GAMP) algorithms. Besides, the learning algorithm utilizes the common sparsity to obtain the support information of the sparse channel vectors. This process is defined as zero partition. With this learned information, the sparse channel vectors are estimated using GAMP again. We prove that when the learned support information is correct, the zero partition-enhanced GAMP algorithm will achieve better sparsity and indeterminacy trade-off performance when compared with the original GAMP algorithm. Based on these results, our proposed channel estimation (CE) solution has two stages. In the first stage, because of the practical propagation characteristics, the zero partition learning algorithm is amended to ensure the correctness of the learned result. In the second stage, channel vectors on the virtual angular domain are estimated with the proposed zero partition-enhanced GAMP algorithm. Analysis and numerical results prove that our CE solution will consume less pilots to ensure the estimation accuracy, when compared with other existed FDD downlink CE solution.
I. INTRODUCTION
Massive MIMO architecture, where the base stations (BSs) use antenna arrays with an order of magnitude more elements, makes a prominent breakthrough when compared with MIMO architecture in nowadays LTE standard [1] - [4] . This is because the system throughput and energy efficiency is greatly improved by focusing the transmission and reception of signal energy into ever-smaller regions of space with simultaneous scheduling [5] - [8] . Large antenna array brings in the array gain as well as the spatial multiplexing gain [2] , [3] . Besides, the system capacity is expected to grow with the increase of antenna number at the BS with precise precoding and beamforming [7] . However, in practice it is very hard to harvest the benefits of massive MIMO architecture without precise knowledge of CSI. As a result, an effective and accurate channel acquisition solution for the massive MIMO system is greatly required [9] - [12] .
A massive MIMO system may work under the time division duplexing (TDD) protocol or the FDD protocol. While in TDD system the downlink CSI can be more easily acquired because of the channel reciprocity [9] - [11] , it is worth noting that FDD protocol still dominates current wireless networks [12] - [14] . Besides, FDD is generally considered to be more effective for symmetric traffic systems and delaysensitive applications [13] . Therefore, it is of great importance to explore effective approaches for channel acquisition of the FDD massive MIMO during downlink transmission.
Recent studies and experiments have shown that the massive MIMO channel responses between the BS and UTs exhibit a small angular spread seen from the BS [13] , [16] , [17] . Consider their large dimension, the spatial massive MIMO channel responses show sparsity in the virtual angular domain [13] , [16] , [17] . To utilize this sparsity, researches introduce compressive sensing (CS) technology into the CE process for the FDD massive MIMO downlink transmissions. When the conventional orthogonal pilot scheme is used in downlink transmission, the length of the pilot overhead is proportional to the number of BS antennas.
However, the non-orthogonal pilot sequences combined with compressive CE solutions are much shorter in length when compared with the conventional orthogonal pilot. As a result, compressive CE solutions show better transmission efficiency [12] - [17] . At the same time, researches prove that compressive CE solutions achieve a reliable estimation mean square error (MSE) performance. And this performance is similar with the MSE performance achieved by the conventional CE solutions [12] - [17] . For these reasons, compressive CE solutions are widely considered as the promising massive MIMO downlink CE solution.
In practical system, a compressive CE solution is associated with comb-type pilots. The antenna array size should be as large as possible to harvest the array gain and the spatial multiplexing. Besides angular spread of the channel should be enlarged to match more transmission scenarios. However, the training pilot length should be as short as possible. Consequently, the shorter pilot length, the larger angular spread of the channel as well as the bigger channel array size will deteriorate the estimation conditions [14] . To solve this contradiction, a CS algorithm with better sparsity and indeterminacy trade-off performance is required for accurate CSI acquisition in practical systems [18] - [22] . Here the better sparsity and indeterminacy trade-off performance indicates that the sparse target has certain dimension and certain numbers of non-zero entries, less observations are needed [18] . At the same time, when less observations are consumed during one CE process, it means that the system will achieve better transmission efficiency. As a result, we are searching for a sparse reconstruction algorithm who has sparsity and indeterminacy trade-off performance as good as possible. As far as we know, the GAMP algorithm family is provided to have the best sparsity and indeterminacy trade-off performance [18] , [22] . In addition, the sparsity and indeterminacy trade-off performance is an intrinsic property of a certain CS algorithm. As a result, our works are concentrate on the improvement of the existed GAMP algorithm.
By further studies, an important property is exploited that the spatial propagation characteristics of the wireless channels within the system bandwidth are nearly unchanged in a wideband system [23] . Consider the massive MIMO channel virtual angular domain sparsity, the fact that propagation geometry stay constant within the transmission bandwidth means that the sparse structure are shared by the virtual angular domain channel response vectors on all subcarriers. This phenomenon is referred to as the virtual angular domain channel common sparsity [13] , [24] . Based on this common sparsity, some algorithms, such as joint orthogonal match pursuit (J-OMP) and multiple sparse Bayesian learning (M-SBL), are used to jointly estimate multiple channels on several subcarriers [13] , [15] , [16] . These joint compressive CE solutions substantially reduce the pilot length, when compared with the original compressive CE solutions, such as OMP and SBL, which do not consider common sparsity.
The improved pilot consumption performance achieved by joint processing give us the insight that we can use the common sparsity to improve the existed GAMP architecture to achieve even better sparsity and indeterminacy trade-off performance. Based on this idea, we propose a novel offline common sparsity learning algorithm and then use the learned result to improve the GAMP CE solution. The aim of our proposed common sparsity learning algorithm is to acquire sparse structure information of the sparse targets. The learned sparse structure information will describe the targets more precisely, so that it will bring in some benefits to the GAMP architecture. One of the benefits is that the extra support set information will reduce the required observation and make the sparse reconstruction problem much easier to solve. Another benefit is that more accurate descriptions of the sparse target always bring in better reconstruction accuracy performance [25] , [26] .
Our work consists of three parts. In the first part, the virtual angular-frequency domain channel common sparsity is established. During the next part, we proved that when some entries of the sparse target are confirmed to be zero-valued, which is defined as zero-partition. The sparse reconstruction problem can be greatly simplified. Besides, we propose an offline machine learning algorithm, which is based on expectation maximization algorithm, complex BernoulliGaussian (BG) prior distribution assumption and the existed GAMP algorithm architecture, to learning the sparse structure information of the targets. In the next part, more propagation characteristics of the radio channel are learned and we amend our proposed offline common sparsity learning algorithm so that it is more suitable for the practical propagation. Our novel contributions can be summarized as follows:
A. ZERO-PARTITION AND ITS INFLUENCE ON SPARSITY AND INDETERMINACY TRADE-OFF PERFORMANCE
We assume that part of the entries of the sparse vector are confirmed to be zero-valued before the sparse reconstruction, which is defined as zero-partition in this paper. Our analysis show that to successfully reconstruct the same sparse target with zero-partition enhanced GAMP algorithm will need less observations than using GAMP algorithm directly.
B. COMMON SPARSITY BASED ZERO-PARTITION OFFLINE LEARNING SCHEME
Our zero-partition offline learning scheme is based on expectation maximization (EM) algorithm and GAMP algorithm. We use one of the parameter, which belongs to the output of the BG-GAMP algorithm, as the learned non-zero probability of each entry. While the existed multi-task sparse reconstruction usually leverage the common sparsity to jointly estimate the targets [13] , [15] , [16] , in this paper we use common sparsity as an extra information for the system to acquire the non-zero probability of each entry. As a result, by simultaneously analyzing the non-zero probability of each sparse target with a sorting algorithm, the common support information is drawn and the entries are divided into two categories. We try to illustrate that, when the entries of targets serial are independent distributed and the observations are independent, as well as when the size of the targets serial are big enough, our proposed zero-partition offline learning algorithm is sufficient to provide the correctness of the obtained zero-partition.
C. NEW WIDEBAND CE SOLUTION FOR THE WIDEBAND OFDM DOWNLINK TRANSMISSION
Based on our proposed zero-partition concept and the common sparsity based offline zero-partition learning scheme, we propose our CE solution. Our solution consists of two stages, in the first stage the zero-partition is learned and in the second stage the zero-partition information is utilized to help the GAMP algorithm to achieve better sparsity and indeterminacy trade-off performance. While most of the existed CS CE approaches treat the virtual angular domain channel response vector as complex BG distributed, the practical characteristics of the channel power angular-delay spectrum are considered here. Our proposed zero-partition learning scheme is amended based on these properties to ensure the correctness of the learned zero-partition in practical environment.
D. NOTATIONS
Throughout our discussions, scalar variables are denoted by lower-case letters and constants are denoted by uppercase letters, while boldface lower and upper-case symbols denote column vectors and matrices, respectively. We use j = √ −1 to denote the imaginary unit. CN(a, b) denotes the circular symmetric complex Gaussian distribution with mean value a and variance b. In addition, C p×q denotes the p × q dimensional complex vector space. · is the function to round down the value to the nearest integer and · is the function to round up the value to the nearest integer, respectively. In addition, the notation card({X }) represents the cardinality of a set {X }. p(·) is the probability density function and P(·) is the cumulative distribution function, respectively. The notation {[X i ]} is defined as the set with elements marked by index i.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, the channel common sparsity is exploited. By definition, common sparsity is referred to as the fact that every two of the sparse targets serial have the same support set [21] .
We consider a FDD OFDM massive MIMO transmission system. The system consists of one BS which simultaneously serves K single-antenna UTs. We assume that the base station (BS) is equipped with M uniform linear array (ULA) antennas, where the distance between two adjacent antennas is half a wavelength. The system has the smallest sampling interval T s , N subcarriers and cyclic prefix which lasts for N g sampling interval. As a result, one OFDM symbol lasts T sym = (N + N g )T s . Besides, the carrier frequency is set to be f c . We use a 2D physically motivated channel model to explore the propagation property. The maximum channel delay spread is set to be τ max and satisfies τ max ≤ N g T s [28] .
All the user terminals (UTs) in the cell are assumed to stay in a low speed environment so that the channel responses are considered to be quasi-static. Set the maximum velocity of UTs in the cell as ν, so that the maximum Doppler frequency shift is f d = νf c c , where c is the velocity of the electromagnetic wave. Consequently, the maximum coherence time can be calculated as [27] 
By the definition of coherence time, the channel impulse response over L max OFDM symbols can be treated static, where L max is calculated as
. When combined with comb-type pilots, the quasi-static property is utilized to conduct CE. Through the use of directional antennas at the BS, the signals sent from the BS are constrained in the 2D angular interval = [−π/2, π/2], as illustrated in Fig. 1 [9] - [11] . The BS array response vector corresponding to the departure angle ϕ with respect to the perpendicular direction of the antenna array is given by [9] - [11] , [28] 
When the antenna number M approaches infinity, the array response vector for the whole angular interval can be approximately represented as [9] - [11] , [28] 
where
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Then the channel response vector from the BS to the
can be expressed as [9] - [11] 
where h k (qT s , f , ϕ) is the complex-valued joint delayDoppler-angle channel response of UT k corresponding to the delay τ ∈ [(q − 1)T s , qT s ], the Doppler frequency f and the departure angle ϕ. When consider the quasi-static property, we can ignore the influence of the channel time variance within continuous L max OFDM symbols [27] . Note that the channel time variance is caused by the Doppler-frequency, then the representation of the joint delay-Doppler-angle channel response within continuous L max OFDM symbols can be simplified, as
where h k (q, ϕ) is the quasi-static delay-angle channel response within continuous L max OFDM symbols.
Then we can rewrite (5) with the knowledge of (6), as
and g k,n is the quasi-static spatial-frequency domain channel response.
With the knowledge of (3), (7) can be further expressed as
Note thath k (q, i) is the delay-virtual angular domain channel response, while the notationh k (q, ϕ) is the delay-angle channel response. The spatial-frequency domain channel response matrix is obtained by writing the k th UT's channel at OFDM symbol l over all subcarriers as
and the virtual angular-delay domain channel response matrix
With the knowledge of (7), H k,l can be transformed into G k,l by [9] - [11] 
where the (m, n)th element of V ∈ C M ×M is defined as [9] - [11] [
and F N ×N g denotes the first N g columns of the matrix F N ×N ∈ C N ×N , where F N ×N is the DFT matrix and can be expressed as [9] - [11] 
We define the extended virtual angular-delay domain channel response matrix as
Then the relationship between G k,l and H k,l can be established as
Note that V is the row elementary transformation of a M × M DFT matrix, with the knowledge of DFT matrix property we can further infer that
and
With (16) and (17), it can be implied that
A. VIRTUAL ANGULAR DOMAIN COMMON SPARSITY
As the BS is usually elevated high with few scatters around and the UTs are located at low elevation with relatively rich local scatters, the angular spread seen from the BS side is small [13] . We consider a typical urban macro propagation environment, as illustrated in Fig.2 and Fig.3 . In Fig.3 , The black blocks are abstracted 2D buildings. The red lines are propagation paths from the BS to the UT. In Fig.2 and Fig.3 , the 2D angular spread for all UTs is set to be less than 25 • [29] . With this setting, the channel energy is concentrated on channel taps within the range of 25 • in the angular domain. 
FIGURE 3.
The abstracted 2D propagation environment [29] .
And the channel energy outside can be approximately treated as zero-valued. Then (7) can be expressed as
The smallest virtual angular domain sampling interval is ϕ s = 180 • /M so that the number of non-zero virtual angular domain channel response coordinates is
As illustrated in (19) and (20), the non-zero valued entries of H k,l is concentrated on its i max to i max rows. By the definition of sparse [21] , H k,l can be treated row sparse because I M . Consequently, with the knowledge of (14), (19) can be further represented as
wherẽ
. (22) In addition, h k (q, i) can be treated as the (q, i)th element of the extended virtual angular-delay domain channel response matrix H k,l .
The relative permittivity for different materials may not change for the frequency variation up to 10GHz, theoretically. So that the propagation characteristics will stay constant when the transmission bandwidth is limited. The (n, i)th element of the virtual angular-frequency domain response matrix S k,l for UT k over OFDM symbol l can be obtained by
The relationship between S k,l and H k,l then can be obtained as
So that the relationship between S k,l and G k,l is established as
With the same 2D physical channel setting mentioned above, the real parts of S k,l for a UT can be illustrated in Fig.4 and the imaginary parts of S k,l for that UT can be illustrated in Fig.5 . From Fig.4 and Fig.5 we know that channel vectors on different subcarriers show very similar sparse structure that the locations of their non-zero entries are highly related.
With the knowledge of (22) and (23), it can be implied that
The channel response vector s k,n,l from the BS to the k th UT in the virtual angular domain at subcarrier n over OFDM symbol l then can be expressed as
As there are at most I elements in s k,n to be non-zero valued and the dimension of s k,n is M , the vector s k,n can be treated sparse. By the definition in CS [21] , s k,n is called I -sparse. In CS, the support set of the vector s k,n is referred to as the index set of its nonzero elements [21] ,
Here we can relax the definition of the support with its supplementary set, as [21] 
so that we can establish
which means s k,n 1 and s k,n 2 share common sparsity. In addition, with the relaxed definition, the sparse level of the vector s k,n is approximately obtained for any
B. THE PILOTS PATTERN DESIGN AND THE TRAINING SEQUENCE TRANSMISSION
In FDD system, the training signals are sent from the BS through downlink transmission. And the UTs feedback the received training signal to the BS through uplink transmission. In our solution, the CSI can be estimated both at the BS and at the UTs. Comb-type pilots are used to carry the training sequences, as illustrated in Fig. 6 , where the downlink transmission frame consists of L OFDM symbols and L should satisfy L ≤ L max . When the frequency interpolation is used, only N p out of N subcarriers in the frame are picked up to carry the training sequences. In Fig. 6 , all M antennas of the BS simultaneously serve UTs in the cell and train the channels, i.e., they use the same frequency transmission resources to carry the pilots. Hence the received training signals of
where x m,N p ,l ∼ CN(0, P x ) is the pilot signal sent from the antenna m on subcarrier N p over OFDM symbol l and z N p ,l is the system additive white Gaussian noise with the distribution z N p ,l ∼ CN(0, σ 2 ) on subcarrier N p over OFDM symbol l.
With the knowledge of (7), (23) and (25), the received training signal vector of UT k on subcarrier N p over all L time slots can be represented as where
is the spatial-time pilot matrix with dimension L × M on subcarrier N p where its entries are i.i.d. circular complex Gaussian distributed, and
is the additive noise vector over L time slots Furthermore, X N p ∈ C L×M is the equivalent virtual angular-frequency domain pilot matrix whose entries have i.i.d. circular complex Gaussian distribution because that V is a unitary matrix.
Within one downlink transmission frame, the frequency domain resources on subcarriers {N 1 , N 2 , . . . , N p } are used to carry the pilots. Through the CSI acquisition process in this paper,
In this next step, G k,l is reconstructed fromŜ k,l with the help of frequency interpolation [28] . Here our researches are concentrated on the first step of the CSI acquisition process.
When S k,l is estimated,ŝ k,N p is calculated from the observation y k,N p . Note that L < M , the estimation ofŝ k,N p in (33) is an ill-posed linear inverse problem. Besides, the target vector s k,N p is I -sparse, as mentioned in (31). As a result, this estimation problem can be treated as a CS reconstruction problem [21] . By definition mentioned above, the targets serial s k,N 1 , s k,N 1 , . . . , s k,N 1 share common sparsity. This property can be further utilized to amend the CE process.
III. EM AND BG-GAMP BASED OFFLINE COMMON SPARSITY LEARNING
To fully harvest the benefits of massive MIMO architecture, the number of antennas at the BS should be as large as possible [2] , [7] . However, the coherence time of the system channel will constrain the observation dimension, especially in the case when comb-type pilots are used [27] , [28] . Besides, to achieve better system efficiency, the pilot sequence length should be as small as possible. In addition, the wider the angular spread of our model is, the more propagation situations the channel model will be suitable for. Take these three factors into consideration, the sparse reconstruction algorithm to solve the estimation problem from (33) should have sparsity and indeterminacy trade-off performance as good as possible. 
and the noise sensitivity is set as the ratio NMSE/σ 2 . When M approaches infinity (in practice, when M is big enough) and the equivalent observation matrix (pilot matrix) has i.i.d. circular complex Gaussian distributed entries, there exists an inherent phase transition curve ρ = ρ NMSE (ε) in the phase space 0 ≤ ε, ρ ≤ 1.for a certain CS reconstruction algorithm. This space is divided into two regions by the phase transition curve, where formal noise sensitivity is bounded throughout the region ρ < ρ NMSE (ε) and is unbounded throughout the region ρ > ρ NMSE (ε) [21] , [22] . Besides,it is worth noting that ρ NMSE (ε), 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1 is a monotonically non-decreasing function.
It can be inferred that for sparse reconstruction algorithm 1 whose phase transition curve ρ = ρ 1 NMSE (ε) and sparse reconstruction algorithm 2 whose phase transition curve
algorithm 1 has better sparsity and indeterminacy trade-off performance than algorithm 2, i.e. with algorithm 1 less observation is needed to successfully reconstruct the target vector with a certain sparse level. However, our interest is how machine learning can help the sparse reconstruction process so that how different sparse reconstruction algorithms influence the sparsity and indeterminacy trade-off performance is not considered here. We define the concept of common sparsity learning as a machine learning method to draw the sparse structure information of targets serial that share common sparsity, whose aim is to describe the sparse target with more accurate prior information.
In this section, we try to illustrate how the more accurate prior information influences the sparsity and indeterminacy trade-off performance of a certain sparse reconstruction algorithm first. Then a common sparsity learning algorithm which is based on EM and BG-GAMP algorithms is proposed to acquire the knowledge of zero-valued entries. Through our proposed common sparsity learning algorithm, some entries of the sparse target vector are identified to be zero-valued. With the knowledge of the zero-valued entries, the sparse reconstruction problem will be much easier to solve and take over less observation.
A. THE INFLUENCE OF ZERO-PARTITION ON SPARSE RECONSTRUCTION
A CS problem consists in reconstructing a -sparse vector
where A ∈ C × and > . µ is called -sparse when it has at most non-zero entries.
In a typical CS problem, different elements of the target vector µ should be treated as equivalent non-zero candidates before the reconstruction process, as [21] 
However, in many cases the prior information of target vector can be learned before the reconstruction process. While the prior information has different forms, in this paper we only consider the form that some elements of the sparse target can be confirmed to be zero-valued. We define this prior information form as zero-partition.
With zero-partition, the sparse reconstruction problem in (39) is different from that original problem. Our studies then focus on how zero-partition influence the observation dimension to successfully reconstruct the same sparse target.
Similarly with AMP algorithm, the BG-GAMP algorithm has its deterministic and inherent phase transition curve ρ = ρ GAMP NMSE (ε) in the phase space 0 ≤ ε, ρ ≤ 1, although this phase transition curve is drawn with large system limit. For complex values, the BG distribution is referred to as To further analyze the influence of zero-partitioned sparse reconstruction, we need make two assumptions, as follows:
Assumption 1: When the observation in (39) has additive noise withthe circular symmetric complex Gaussian distribution that [n] l ∼ CN(0, σ 2 ), ∀l ∈ [0, − 1] and σ 2 is small enough, as
BG-GAMP algorithm also has its inherent phase transition curve ρ = ρ GAMP NMSE (ε). Assumption 1 makes sense because that while the basis pursuit algorithm does not consider the influence of the observation noise, it has the ability to successfully reconstruct the sparse target, as the basis pursuit denoising algorithm does [21] .
Assumption 2: ρ = ρ GAMP NMSE (ε) is a monotonically increasing function in the phase space 0 ≤ ε, ρ ≤ 1.
Assumption 2 makes sense because that with certain CS algorithm more observations always bring in better reconstruction ability that a more complicated problem can be solved [21] .
We make these two assumptions because as far as we know, the phase transition curves of BG-GAMP algorithm is drawn with empirical results. Besides, AMP algorithm, which is very similar in structure with BG-GAMP, has its asymptotic phase transition curves with monotonically increasing property in the phase space.
In the next step, we assume that with zero-partition, a subvector µ ∈ C ψ×1 of the sparse target µ is confirmed to be zero valued.Besides, we know exactly where the non-zero valued elements are in the target vector µ, as
We define the ratio
as the zero-partition ratio.
With this knowledge of zero-partition, (42) can be reformed as
where µ ∈ C ( −ψ)×1 is the dimension-reduced sparse target with its β th element
A ∈ C ×( −ψ) is the dimension-reduced observation matrix which consists − ψ rows of A and
Then the sparse reconstruction using GAMP with zero-partition can be illustrated as Fig.7 . From (45) and with Assumption 1, it can be implied that the phase transition curves for the sparse reconstruction problem in (42) is
and the sparse reconstruction problem with ξ ratio zero-partition in (42) has a phase transition curve
With Assumption 2, for any 0 < ξ < 1, we can imply that
because of the fact that ε < ε( 1 1−ξ ) < 1. Finally, we proved that with any ξ ratio zero-partition when 0 < ξ < 1, BG-GAMP algorithm for the sparse VOLUME 6, 2018 
step3:
step4:
Output:μ(t max ) reconstruction problem in (42) will need less observation to successfully reconstruct the target vector than that without zero-partition. Simulation results support this idea and they are shown in section V.
B. ZERO-PARTITION LEARNING ALGORITHM FOR -SPARSE BG TARGETS WITH COMMON SPARSITY
We design a zero-partition learning algorithm based on sorting, EM and BG-GAMP algorithms. Here we use EM and BG-GAMP algorithms rather than EM-BG-GAMP algorithm because the EM learning process in our proposed scheme is different from that in the existed EM-BG-GAMP algorithm. Common sparsity property is utilized in our proposed algorithm to acquire the zero-partition. We begin this subsection
Algorithm 2 Zero-Partition Learning Algorithm for A Large Series of Independent Sparse Reconstruction Problem With Common Sparsity
Input:
by recalling the GAMP algorithm for sparse reconstruction problem in (42), as Algorithm 1 [30] .
Use EM scheme, sum-product passing messages, MMSE estimator and BG distribution assumption, (57) can be reformed as
and (58) can be reformed aŝ
The derivation of (59)-(63) can be proved in Appendix A. As shown in (59), θ m (t max ) is considered to be the non-zero probability for the m th element of the estimated target vector in the last iteration, asμ(t max ), by GAMP calculation.
We define the notation p(µ = 0) and θ(t max ) as
In Fig. 8 , there is an example of the estimated θ(t max ) = [θ 0 (t max ), θ 1 (t max ), . . . , θ −1 (t max )] ∈ C ×1 ( = 256) with the maximum iteration number t max = 25 and SNR = 15dB, when the observation dimension is set to be 48, 52, 56, 60, 64 and 68, as the first row to the sixth row in Fig. 8 , respectively. In Fig. 9 , there is an example of the estimated θ(t max ) = [θ 0 (t max ), θ 1 (t max ), . . . , θ −1 (t max )] ∈ C ×1 ( = 256) with the maximum iteration number t max = 25 and observation dimension L = 60, when the SNR is set to be 0, 5, 10, 15and 20, as the first row to the fifth row in Fig. 9 , respectively. In both Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 , the last row is the true non-zero probability of the target vector. Besides, the support set of µ is assumed to be {[µ] m } , m ∈ [0, 35], without loss of generosity. As illustrated in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 , θ m (t max ) is different from the true value of the non-zero probability p([µ] = 0), especially when the observation dimension is not big enough or the observation is conducted in low SNR scenario. From Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 Here we define the notation 0 as the fact that the left value is very close to 1 and the notation 1 is defined as the fact that the left value is very close to 0, respectively. Hence it is not accurate to treat θ(t max ) as the knowledge of zero-partition. Although we have proved that with correct zero-partition the sparse reconstruction will consume less observation to achieve successful reconstruction, how the situations when p([µ] m = 0) is replaced by θ m (t max ) influence the sparse reconstruction process have not been analyzed.
However, we know the fact that reconstruction accuracy does not raise with the increasing of iterations when the iteration number has been big enough. This characteristic of BG-GAMP gives us the insight that the estimated θ(t max ) is not accurate enough to further help the BG-GAMP algorithm to achieve better reconstruction accuracy. Hence we need some extra strategy to deal with the estimated θ(t max ) and acquire the correct zero-partition knowledge.
At the same time, from Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 , we should notice that even θ(t max ) is not accurate enough to replace p([µ] = 0) through BG-GAMP calculation, it shows some similarity with p(µ = 0) in structure.
The similarity property here is referred to as the probability of θ m 0 when p([µ] m = 0) = 1 is much higher than the probability of θ m 0 when p([µ] m = 0) = 1, i.e., we can make the following assumption:
Assumption 3:
This assumption is established because that by our definition the notation 0 is equivalent to the notation ≈ 1. Besides, it is reasonable to make the assumption that: Assumption 4: For target vectors µ 1 ∈ C ×1 and µ 2 ∈ C ×1 who have common sparsity, as ] m = 0) are independent, the observation matrix A 1 and A 2 are independent as well as the noise n 1 and n 2 are independent, the estimated θ 1 (t max ) and θ 2 (t max ) should be independent. Consequently, with Assumption 3, Assumption 4 and law of large numbers, for a series of independent sparse reconstruction problem {[ς i = A i µ i ∈ C ×1 ]} whose BG target vectors have common sparsity, when the size of the target series is big enough, the relationship holds that
The knowledge of (68) 
IV. WIDEBAND OFDM CHANNEL ESTIMATION
As mentioned in section II, our studies concentrate on the acquisition of the training channel responses on the frequency-virtual angular domain,
To acquireŜ k,l , zeropartition enhanced BG-GAMP is used and the zero-partition here is learned by an amended zero-partition learning algorithm. The zero-partition learning algorithm in Algorithm 2 should be amended for two reasons. One is that in practical system the targets serial size, which is equivalent to the frequency domain resource number, is often limited. The other is that the BG distribution assumption is not accurate enough to describe the sparse target.
For wide sense stationary uncorrelated scatters (WSSUS) channel model, when the number of the BS antennas approaches infinity and the size of the guard interval is larger than the number of channel taps, the angular-delay domain correlations of the channels can be separated as [9] - [11] , [28] 
Delay k (q 1 T s ) represents the channel power angle-delay spectrum, the channel power angle spectrum and the channel power delay spectrum for UT k, respectively. We consider channel propagation under urban macro scenario and the primary statistical channel parameters are based on typical physical channel parameters. With these settings each channel tap of UT k exhibits a Laplacian power angle spectrum and those taps together exhibit an exponential power delay profile, as [9] - [11] Angular k where
. Note that for a certain UT k, powers of all the taps are concentrated within the angular spread range of = 25 • . With BG prior distribution assumption and GAMP algorithm, an example of the estimated non-zero probability vector θ N p 1 , θ N p 2 and θ N p 3 from (33) for estimated virtual angularfrequency domain channel response vectorŝ k,N p 1 ,ŝ k,N p 2 and s k,N p 3 are illustrated in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 .In both Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, θ N 
with BG-GAMP algorithm whose iteration number is 25. In Fig. 10 , the SNR is set to be 15dB when the pilot length is set to be 48, 52, 56, 60, 64 and 68, as the first row to the sixth row in this figure, respectively. Besides, in Fig. 11 , the pilot length is set to be 60 when the SNR is set to be 0, 5, 10, 15and 20, as the first row to the fifth row in this figure, respectively. In Fig. 10 , θ N p 1 , θ N p 2 and θ N p 3 with same observation dimension show some comparability in structure. Besides, in Fig. 11, θ N p 1 , θ N p 2 and θ N p 3 with same SNR setting also show some comparability in structure.Here the comparability is referred to as the fact that there exist some situations where the mth element of θ N p 1 , θ N p 2 and θ N p 3 simultaneously approach zero when [s 
This phenomenon is caused by the distribution property of
Hence, the search range in step 3 of Algorithm 2 should be enlarged, as I , to ensure the correctness of the learned zeropartition. Here the correctness is defined as: (72) where the notation ''⇒'' means imply.
Consequently, the enlarged search rangeĪ will cause some
Another three factors that affect the correctness of the learned zero-partition are the pilot length L, the SNR level (represented as SNR) and the size of the targets serial. We define the correctness probability of the learned zeropartition as
(74) VOLUME 6, 2018 
zero-partition should be as accurate as possible but with accurate zero-partition enhancement the GAMP algorithm has a much higher convergence speed. Besides, less iterations make the algorithm much faster. The zero-partition learning process for massive MIMO channels in typical urban scenario can be summarized as Algorithm 3 and the following zeropartition enhanced GAMP CE process can be summarized as Algorithm 4. VOLUME 6, 2018
Algorithm 4 (Continued.) Zero-Partition Enhanced Channel Estimation Output:
V. SIMULATIONS RESULTS
In this section, numerical simulations are carried out to illustrate the influence of the zero-partition to the GAMP algorithm first. Then we present the numerical results to evaluate the performance of our proposed CE solution with common sparsity learning and zero-partition enhanced GAMP for FDD wideband downlink transmission.
In the first part when zero-partition is analyzed, the influence of different zero-partition ratios as well as the observation dimensions are considered. The NMSE performance of the reconstruction is drawn to show this influence. As defined in section III, we treat the zero-partition as a kind of prior description of sparse targets. And the zero-partition ratio is defined as the number of entries of the sparse target who are confirmed to be non-zero candidates rather than the dimension of the sparse target. In our simulation, the reconstruction problems with different zero-partition rated GAMP solutions share the same sparse targets. In this paper, we set the dimension of the sparse target to be 256. Each element of the sparse target is set to be i.i.d. complex BG distributed. Besides, all the observation matrix are i.i.d. distributed and each observation matrix has i.i.d. circular complex Gaussian distributed entries. We set the iteration number of the used GAMP algorithm to be 20.
In Fig. 15 , the targets to be reconstructed is 18-sparse and the dimensions of the observation matrix are set with the range from 16 to 72. In Fig. 16 , the targets to be reconstructed is 36-sparse and the dimensions of the observation matrix are set with the range from 40 to 92. In Fig. 17 , the targets to be reconstructed is 54-sparse and the dimensions of the observation matrix are set with the range from 48 to 96. Besides, the corresponding to curves from top to bottom in Fig. 15 is set to be 256/256, 196/256, 160/256, 128/256, 96/256, 64/256 and 18/256, respectively. The zeropartition ratios ξ corresponding to curves from top to bottom in Fig. 16 is set to be 256/256, 196/256, 160/256, 128/256, 96/256, 64/256 and 36/256, respectively. The zeropartition ratios ξ corresponding to curves from top to bottom in Fig. 17 is set to be 256/256, 196/256, 160/256, 128/256, 96/256, 64/256 and 54/256, respectively.
In Fig. 15 , Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 , the situations when GAMP algorithm has the zero-partition ratio ξ = 256/256 are referred to as that the sparse reconstruction is solved by conventional GAMP algorithm without any prior knowledge of the zero-partition. Meanwhile, the situations when GAMP algorithm has the zero-partition ratio ξ = 18/256 in Fig. 15 , when GAMP algorithm has the zero-partition ratio ξ = 36/256 in Fig. 16 and when GAMP algorithm has the zero-partition ratio ξ = 54/256 in Fig. 17 respectively mean that the GAMP algorithm is used to solve sparse VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 14. Algorithm structure for CSI acquisition method with zero-partition learning enhanced GAMP.
reconstruction problems whose support set is already known. While the situations when ξ = 256/256 are treated as the lower bound benchmarks in Fig. 15∼ Fig. 17 , the situation when ξ = 18/256 in Fig. 15 , the situation when ξ = 36/256 in Fig. 16 and the situation when ξ = 54/256 in Fig. 17 are considered to be the upper bound benchmarks. Here the quota NMSE is used to evaluate the reconstruction accuracy performance of the zero-partition enhanced GAMP algorithm, i.e., the lower position a curve in Fig.15 ∼ Fig.17 lifts, the better reconstruction accuracy performance the corresponding solution shows.
While the sparse targets in Fig.15 ∼ Fig.17 have different non-zero ratios, some same characteristics are shared for estimation accuracy curves in Fig.15 ∼ Fig.17 . One is that when more entries are confirmed to be zero valued before the sparse reconstruction process, all sparse targets can be reconstructed with a better NMSE versus observation dimension performance. Here the better NMSE versus observation dimension performance is referred to as that smaller NMSE is achieved using the same observation dimension. Besides, another characteristic is that each curve in Fig.15 ∼ Fig.17 has the fall inflection point and the smooth turning point. In CS, the smooth turning point can be treated as the condition under which fully successful reconstruction is achieved. In Fig.15 ∼ Fig.17 , it can be seen that with larger zero-partition ratio, the smooth turning point appears with smaller observation dimension condition. For example, in Fig. 17 the smooth turning point for the curve corresponding to GAMP algorithm with zero-partition ratio ξ = 64/256 appears when the observation is 72, while the smooth turning point for the curve corresponding to GAMP algorithm with zero-partition ratio ξ = 196/256 appears when the observation is 84. In addition, it is shown that all curves corresponding to effective zero-partition (When ξ is set to be 196/256, 160/256, 128/256, 96/256 and 64/256.) show better NMSE versus observation dimension performance than the conventional GAMP solution. All these three characteristics prove that the zero-partition will help the GAMP algorithm to achieve better sparsity and indeterminacy trade-off performance.
In the second part when the performance of our CE solution is studied, we make the following settings. For the OFDM system, the smallest system sampling interval is set as T s = 0.1µs, and the maximum velocity of different UTs is limited as ν = 20km/h. While the corresponding maximum quasistatic number is L max = 71, we enlarge the range of the pilot length to show the smooth turning point property of our proposed CE solution and the CE solutions with M-SBL or J-OMP. More details of our channel models are illustrated in (69) ∼ (71). The antenna number is set as M = 256, while the FFT size is set as N = 2048 and the guard interval size is set as N g = 64. As a result, the channel is 36-sparse.Within our CE solution, t 1max in Algorithm 3 is set to be 25 and t 2max in Algorithm 4 is set to be 20.
In Fig. 18 when the estimation NMSE versus pilot length performance of different CE solutions are considered, the system SNR is set to be 15dB and the pilot lengths have the range from 48 to 88. Besides, in Fig. 19 when the estimation NMSE versus SNR performance of different CE solutions are considered, the pilot length is set to be 68. The SNRs have the range from 0dB to 20dB. In both Fig. 18 and Fig. 19 , The GAMP iteration number in the second CE stage is set to be 20. The MSBL iteration number is set to be 80 and the J-OMP iteration number is set to be 36. The dashed curves labeled with J-OMP corresponds to the performances of CE solution with J-OMP algorithm and the dashed curves labeled with M-SBL corresponds to the performances of CE solution with M-SBL algorithm both in Fig. 18 and Fig. 19 . In Fig. 18 ∼ Fig. 20 , the solid curves labeled with GAMP-ZP-256/256 correspond to the performances of CE solution with conventional GAMP algorithm and no-knowledge of the zero-partition. In Fig. 18 ∼ Fig. 20 , the solid curves labeled with GAMP-ZP-36/256 correspond to the performances of CE solution with conventional GAMP algorithm and full knowledge of the support set. Because the information of the support set is already acquired in this situation, these curves can be seen as the theoretically best of the estimation NMSE performance of CE solutions with GAMP architecture. In addition, in Fig.18 ∼ Fig.20 , the solid curves labeled with GAMP-ZP-54/256 correspond to the performances of our proposed CE solution presented in Fig. 14,  Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4.
Both in Fig. 18 and Fig. 19 , our proposed CE solution has the performance most close to the theoretically best and show the superiority of estimation accuracy against other CE solutions. In Fig. 18 , the point for the curve corresponding to our proposed CE solution appears when the pilot length is 56. However, the smooth turning point for the curve labeled with GAMP-ZP-256/256 appears when the pilot length is 68 and the smooth turning points for the curve labeled with J-OMP and M-SBL appear when the pilot lengths are 78. In Fig. 19 , the pilot length is set to be 68 with the system maximum quasi-static number permission. With our solution, the sparse reconstruction process can be ensured to be successful because of the turning point property. Besides, when GAMP algorithm is used, the coherence time limitation is satisfied. At the same time, the CE solutions with J-OMP and M-SBL might not work well in our scenario.
Except for the advances of estimation accuracy, our proposed CE solution has the advantage of convergence rate in GAMP architecture. In Fig. 20 , the pilot lengths have the range from 48 to 88. Besides, the SNR is set to be 15dB and the GAMP iteration number has the range from 5 to 20. We add a curve with the GAMP iteration number 100 as the convergence benchmark to show the convergence speed in each subgraph in Fig. 20 . As illustrated in Fig. 20 , the curves labeled with iteration number 5, 10 and 15 are much closer to the convergence benchmark in the middle and right subgraphs. Besides, in all three subgraphs we can see that the curves labeled with iteration number 20 are very close to their corresponding benchmarks. Another fact is that the longer the pilot length is, more close the curves labeled with iteration number 20 are with their corresponding benchmarks. In addition, when the different GAMP iteration number is considered, we can see that the convergence rate of our proposed CE method is more close to the theoretically optimized GAMP architecture and is much faster than the CE solution with conventional GAMP algorithm without zeropartition. These property might be useful in practical hardware designing.
Another factor that influence the hardware designing is the computational complexity. As far as we know, the computational complexity of J-OMP algorithm per iteration is o(LM ) the computational complexity of M-SBL algorithm per iteration is o(L 2 M ) and the computational complexity of the GAMP algorithm at worst case is o(LM ) [30] . As less pilot length is needed for our proposed CE solution, as well as less iteration numbers, the zero-partition enhanced GAMP CE solution might have even smaller computational complexity than the J-OMP CE solution, and is much smaller than that of the M-SBL CE solution.
VI. CONCLUSION
With our proposed offline zero-partition learning algorithm, which is based on EM, GAMP and sorting algorithms, the support set information of the sparse channel vectors on the virtual angular domain is acquired. While the zeropartition learning algorithm is different from the channel estimation algorithm, which is called zero-partition enhanced GAMP, their kernel estimators share the same structure, which is beneficial for the hardware designing. We use the learned zero-partition to optimize the distributed sparse reconstruction problems whose targets share common sparsity. As a result, less observations are needed in the sparse reconstruction process. With our proposed zero-partition learning algorithm and zero-partition enhanced GAMP algorithm, the CE solution for FDD massive MIMO downlink transmission is established. Numerical results show that our proposed CE solution show superiority in accuracy performance and pilot consumption performance. Our solution does not change the frame structure with nowadays' standard. Besides, the superiority of estimation performance ensure that our CE solution can be applied to many propagation environments. In addition, our proposed CE solution can be applied to more types of antenna array because that the antenna array type will not change the propagation characteristics and that the channel impulse response in the angular domain is always sparse. However, when different types of antenna array are considered, the relationship between the channel impulse response in the angular domain and the channel impulse response in the spatial domain should be different from that in this paper. As a result, our CE solution is competitive and promising in the forthcoming 5G massive MIMO system.
APPENDIX THE DERIVATION OF THE MMSE ESTIMATION OF PASSING MESSAGES
In GAMP algorithm architecture with sum-product scheme, the probability density of 
